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H I G H L I G H T S

Half-cell OCP of Si-graphite and NMC-811 is measured at different aging stages.
Several samples per electrode enable OCP averaging and quantification of deviations.
The shape of the Si-graphite OCP curve changes during cycle aging.
Change in Si-graphite OCP is due to reduced contribution of Si to electrode capacity.
The shape of the NMC-811 OCP curve stays similar during cycle aging.
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A B S T R A C T

The relationship between the degree of lithiation and open-circuit potential (OCP) of the half-cells of lithium-
ion batteries is mostly regarded to be invariant during battery aging. In electrical cell modeling, the OCP
curve of aged half-cells is therefore usually obtained by linear scaling of OCP curves measured for pristine
electrodes. In this study, the aging invariance of the shape of both half-cell OCP curves of a commercial
NMC-811/silicon–graphite cell is investigated experimentally. Full-cells are cycled until different degradation
levels are reached. Subsequently, several electrode samples are extracted and the OCP of both electrodes is
measured using coin-cells containing electrode samples as working electrode and lithium metal foil as counter
electrode. Changes in half-cell OCP are analyzed using differential voltage analysis and incremental capacity
analysis. The OCP of the NMC-811 does not change with aging, while the OCP of silicon–graphite exhibits
changes which are mainly due to a decrease in the relative capacity contribution of the silicon. The main
consequence of our findings is, that changes in the shape of the OCP curve of silicon–graphite during cycle
aging should be considered in electrical battery models which are used for full-cell aging diagnostics and state
estimation algorithms in battery management systems.
1. Introduction

Degradation processes occurring in lithium-ion batteries during op-
eration and storage result in a reduction of the available energy and
power that can be delivered by the battery [1–9]. In addition to this,
the degradation also leads to a significant change in the relationship
between open-circuit potential (OCP) and state of charge (SOC), which
has been the subject of many studies mainly motivated by two aspects:
Firstly, monitoring this change can be used as a non-destructive method
to investigate the occurrence of different degradation mechanisms [2,
7,8,10–15] and to enable more sophisticated state of health (SOH)
estimation [16]. When it is possible to assign degradation to a single
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electrode, the SOH can be defined and monitored on the electrode
level eventually enabling advanced control algorithms for optimized
cell operation [17]. Secondly, knowing the relationship between OCP
and SOC with high accuracy during the whole lifetime of a battery is a
prerequisite for many methods of state estimation [18–20]. Therefore,
a lot of research has been devoted to the development of methods for
adjusting the OCP to SOC relationship during battery aging [11,13,21–
23].

A common approach reducing the complexity in describing cell ag-
ing is to cluster individual aging mechanisms that lead to the same char-
acteristic changes in cell OCP to so called degradation modes [11,13,
14,21,24]. The most important degradation modes are loss of lithium
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inventory (LLI), loss of anode active material (LAMA) and loss of
cathode active material (LAMC) [11,24]. In a full-cell OCP model
consisting of two half-cell OCP curves, LLI results in a shift of the
relative position of the anode half-cell curve compared to the cathode
half-cell curve [11,24]. LAM is usually treated as a linear scaling of
the individual half-cell curves resembling the fact that the individual
electrodes can store less lithium but otherwise do not change their
properties. The point of the curve which is fixed during this scaling
depends on whether degradation occurs while the electrode is lithiated
or delithiated [11,24]. This general framework of describing battery
degradation via aging modes resulting in a superposition of shifting and
linear scaling of half-cell OCP curves has been used in many studies as
a tool to extract information on degradation mechanisms from full-cell
quasi-stationary OCP curves [2,7,11,13,14,21,24]. It has also be used
to simulate the change in OCP during aging [25].

In all of these studies, the shape of the half-cell OCP curves is
assumed to be invariant during aging and therefore the aged half-cell
OCP is calculated by linear scaling of the pristine half-cell OCP curve.
There are only few studies investigating this assumption experimen-
tally: Schmidt et al. showed that the predicted change in full-cell OCP
due to LLI and LAMC can be experimentally validated if these aging
modes are artificially evoked during cell preparation [26]. Later, Birkl
et al. presented an experimental validation also for the other aging
modes using electrode sample manipulation [24].

The effect of cycle aging on the shape of half-cell OCP curves has
also been investigated by cycling full-cells and characterizing electrode
samples harvested from the aged cells [10,12,27–29]. Only minor de-
viations in the shape of the OCP curve have been reported for graphite
anodes [10,12]. However, much larger alterations of the OCP curve
shape have been found for blend anodes consisting of graphite and
silicon. These alterations of the curve shape are associated with a
faster degradation of the silicon in comparison to the graphite [27–
29]. Anseán et al. recently presented a method to construct the OCP
of blended silicon–graphite (SiG) electrodes based on the OCP curves
of their components [30].

There are only few studies where a change in the shape of the
NMC OCP curve during full-cell cycling is investigated experimen-
tally [29,31–33]. Lee et al. presented an algorithm to extract the half-
cell OCP curves from full-cell low-current charging data and showed
that adapting the shape of the cathode OCP curve for aged cells leads
to an improvement in the accuracy of the full-cell OCP which they
reconstructed from the half-cell OCP curves [22].

The aim of this study is to experimentally investigate changes in
the shape of the electrode OCP curves of blended silicon–graphite
anodes and NMC-811 cathodes during cycle aging. We therefore cycle
commercial cylindrical cells containing these electrode materials and
open them at different aging stages to harvest electrode samples. By
cycling the electrodes in the full-cell configuration, we ensure that the
electrode degradation occurs in a setting similar to an application. We
finally measure the half-cell OCP of the harvested samples in coin-cell
configuration vs. lithium metal foil.

Our work is distinguished to former studies in two aspects: Firstly,
we perform electrode characterization at multiple aging stages allowing
an analysis of the change in half-cell OCP as a function of full-cell
charge throughput, i.e., number of equivalent full cycles in full-cell
configuration. Secondly, we base our results on measurements of sev-
eral electrode samples taken from one electrode. This allows us to
give an estimation of the accuracy of the method, reduces the influ-
ence of uncontrollable processes during sample extraction and coin-cell
manufacturing, and provides a possibility to take into account spatial
inhomogeneity of the electrodes [34,35].
2

2. Experimental

2.1. Investigated cells

In this study, commercially available cylindrical cells of the type
INR18650-MJ1 from LG Chem were investigated. The cells have a
nominal minimum capacity of 3.35 Ah according to the manufacturer.
C-rates used to operate full-cells are always given with respect to this
capacity in this work. Sturm et al. showed that the cathode of this
high-energy cells is based on nickel-rich NMC-811 while the anode is
based on a combination of graphite and silicon with a silicon fraction
of ca. 3.5 wt.% [36]. Based on the dimensions of the double-side coated
electrodes of this cell, which are 5.8 × 61.5 cm [36], the nominal areal
apacity of the electrodes corresponds to 4.7 mAh /cm2 per side. This

cell type was chosen for this study because it contains state-of the-art
electrode materials and the process for extracting electrode samples and
manufacturing coin-cells using electrode material from this cell type
has been optimized previously at our institute [36].

2.2. Cycle aging and electrochemical characterization of cylindrical full-
cells

After delivery, all cells were initially tested according to a series of
procedures, internally standardized at our institute [37–39]. This stan-
dardized initial characterization is conducted to gain information on
the long-term development of cell parameters of this type of commer-
cial cells [37]. Eight cells were randomly chosen for the experiments
which are presented in this study. They are referred to as cell #1–8.

A schematic overview of the experimental procedure excluding the
nitial characterization is shown in Fig. 1(a). An HRT-M10 battery test
ystem from Battery Dynamics (Germany) was used for characterizing
nd cycling the full-cells. The cells were kept at 25 ◦C inside an MK53
limatic chamber from BINDER (Germany) during the experiments. The
oltage limits recommended by the cell manufacturer, i.e., 𝑈min = 2.5V

and 𝑈max = 4.2V, were used for all tests. First, a capacity checkup
consisting of two CCCV cycles (𝐼dch = 0.2C, 𝐼ch = 0.5C, 𝐼cutoff = 50mA
for both charging and discharging) was conducted. Then, a low-current
CCCV cycle to determine the quasi-stationary OCP was applied. The
current for both charging and discharging was set to 0.033 C, the cut-
off current was 0.001 C and a 6 h pause followed each CV phase.
Cells #2–8 were then cycled for up to 550 cycles consisting of 1 C
CC discharge and 0.5 C CCCV charge steps with 𝐼cutoff = 0.03C. A
pause of 30 min duration followed each discharge and charge step.
The cycling was terminated after a different number of cycles for each
cell (see Table 1) in order to have cells at different aging stages for
the following characterization procedures and the subsequent electrode
sample extraction. The individual number of cycles was defined for
each cell at the beginning of the cycling period and was not influenced
by the aging progress an individual cell exhibited during the cycling
period.

After the cycling, another quasi-stationary OCP measurement and a
galvanostatic titration technique (GITT) measurement were conducted.
For cells #2, 3, and 4 there was an additional capacity checkup be-
fore the quasi-stationary OCP measurement after the cycling period,
which was not applied to the other cells. Finally, the cells were CCCV
discharged to 3V with 0.5 C and 𝐼cutoff = 0.115C and then opened.

Cell #1 was used as a reference in this study. After the initial char-
cterization described in [37], it was subject to five CC cycles and two
CCV cycles according to the specifications presented in [37]. It was
hen characterized using the same procedures as the other cells (capac-
ty checkup, quasi-stationary OCP measurement, GITT). Subsequently,
t was discharged and opened without any further cycling.

The total charge throughput until the opening of the cells 𝑄opening
s used as a measure for the aging stress applied to the cells. It is
iven in equivalent full cycles (EFC) with one EFC corresponding to
charge throughput of twice the nominal capacity, equivalent to
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Table 1
Overview of parameters of the investigated cells. Cycles corresponds to the number of
nominal cycles applied during the cycling period. For cell #1 only one quasi-stationary
OCP measurement was conducted in full-cell configuration, therefore 𝐶EOL is equal to
𝐶BOL.

Cell # Cycles 𝑄opening/EFC 𝐶BOL/Ah 𝐶EOL/Ah 𝑆𝑂𝐻EOL/%

1 0 11.2 3.4139 3.4139 100
2 50 56.0 3.4715 3.3636 96.9
3 100 103.1 3.4809 3.3218 95.4
4 200 195.4 3.4815 3.2556 93.5
5 400 363.1 3.4856 3.0704 88.1
6 450 411.4 3.4936 3.1139 89.1
7 500 445.5 3.4913 3.0602 87.7
8 550 487.5 3.4885 2.9974 85.9

charging and discharging the cell by the nominal capacity. For the
cell under investigation with a nominal capacity of 3.35 Ah, this means
that one EFC equals 6.7 Ah. The charge throughput during the standard
initial characterization is excluded for the calculation of 𝑄opening.

2.3. Cell opening and manufacturing of coin-cells

After being discharged to 3 V, the cells were opened inside an
Argon-filled glove box (M. Braun Inertgas-Systeme, Germany). The
electrodes were partially unrolled and the section between 6 cm and
18 cm measured from the beginning of the double-side coated area at
the outer end of the electrode jelly-roll was cut out. A schematic side
view and a top view of a harvested silicon–graphite electrode are shown
in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) to illustrate the position on the jelly-roll where
the samples were extracted. The same position was chosen for sample
extraction on the cathode but with the difference that there was no
single-coated area at the outer end of the jelly-roll. The electrode sec-
tions were then fixed on a glass plate using adhesive tape as suggested
in the literature [40] with the originally inward facing side (in the
rolled up configuration) now being on top. The coating on the side now
facing the top was removed by both mechanical abrasion using a scalpel
and applying a solvent. Diethyl carbonate (DEC, 99%, Merck) was
used as solvent to remove anode coating while N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP, 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) was used to remove the cathode coating.
Subsequently, six circular samples with 14 mm diameter were punched
from the middle of the electrode section.

Half-cells in the CR2032 coin-cell format with lithium metal foil
as anode were built with the SiG samples under Argon atmosphere
following the procedure presented in [36]. Inside the housing the cells
contained a stack consisting of a 0.5 mm aluminum spacer, a circular
piece of lithium metal foil (15.6 mm diameter, 250 μm thickness), two
glass fiber separators (16 mm diameter, 260 μm thickness each, VWR,
type 691) filled with 90 μl of 1 M LiPF6 in 3:7 (wt:wt) ethylene car-
bonate (EC)/ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) electrolyte (LP57, 99.9%,
Solvionic, France), a SiG sample, a 1 mm aluminum spacer, and a
spring. A schematic of the coin-cell stack is shown in Fig. 1(d).

The cathode samples were wetted under vacuum in a pressure
chamber (Harro Höflinger Verpackungsmaschinen, Germany) within
the glove box as suggested by Sturm et al. [36] in order to properly fill
the low porous electrode with electrolyte. The pressure profile shown
in Table 2 was used for the wetting process. Afterwards, half-cells in
coin-cell format were built with the cathode samples following the same
procedure as for the anode samples with the exception that only 70 μl
of LP57 were added.

2.4. Characterization of coin-cells

The coin-cells were put into a climatic chamber at 25 ◦C and con-
nected to a CTS battery test system from Basytec (Germany). First,
the cells were kept at open-circuit conditions for 12 h to allow the
electrolyte to fully soak into the separator disks and electrode samples.
3

c

Afterwards, the quasi-stationary OCP was obtained by cycling the coin-
cells at low-current rates. First, the cells were discharged (lithiation
of the harvested electrode sample) with a current of 160 μA until
the lower cut-off voltage was reached. Afterwards, they were fully
charged (delithiation of the harvested sample) with a current of 80 μA
until the upper cut-off voltage was reached and subsequently fully
discharged with a current of 80 μA until the lower cut-off voltage was
reached again. The last two steps were repeated once to have two full
cycles in total after the initial discharge step. Based on the nominal
areal capacity and the electrode sample area of 1.54 cm2, the coin-cell
capacity is estimated to be 7.2 mAh. The current therefore corresponds
to a current rate of approximately C/90. The coin-cells containing NMC-
811 were cycled between 3.0 V and 4.3 V, the coin-cells containing SiG
between 0.01 V and 1.7 V. Due to a technical problem, the half-cell
measurements with the samples taken from cell #4 were not carried out
correctly. These measurements are therefore exclude from the analysis.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Full-cell degradation during cycling

In Table 1 an overview on the parameters of the individual full-cells
is given including the total charge throughput 𝑄opening the cells have
experienced until they were opened. The capacity measured during
the quasi-stationary OCP measurement (CCCV discharging) conducted
at begin of life (BOL) 𝐶BOL is also listed in Table 1. 𝐶BOL of cell #1
is slightly smaller than the mean 𝐶BOL of the other cells although it
comes from the same production batch. This is probably due to two
reasons: Firstly, the cell experienced some additional cycling compared
to the other cells corresponding to 6.9 equivalent full cycles before the
characterization was conducted. Secondly, the tests with cell #1 were
conducted 205 days after the beginning of the tests with the other cells.
Therefore, there might be some additional calendar aging affecting cell
#1 even though it was stored at 4 ◦C during this time.

The capacity of cells #2 to 8 decreases during the cycling period as
epicted in Fig. 2 where the CC discharge capacity extracted during the
ingle cycles is plotted as a function of the charge throughput during
ycling 𝐶cycling. The rate of capacity decrease does not stay constant for
he individual cells during the whole cycling period but changes during
ging even though the experimental conditions stay the same. Despite
he fact that the cells show no significant difference in capacity at BOL
nd are exposed to the same aging conditions, their capacities exhibit
n increasing spread during aging as the individual cell capacities
ecrease at different rates. Production related differences inside the
ells leading to an intrinsic difference in their aging behavior are the
ost probable reason for this. Production related differences in the

alendar aging rate have been reported for this cell type before [38].
The SOH of the cells determined during the quasi-stationary OCP

easurement at the end of life (EOL) just prior to the cell opening is
ower for cells that have been cycled for a larger number of cycles as
epicted in Table 1. The SOH is here defined as the ratio between the
CCV discharge capacity during the quasi-stationary OCP measurement
fter the cycling period 𝐶EOL (also shown in Table 1) and the CCCV
ischarge capacity during the quasi-stationary OCP measurement be-
ore the cycling period 𝐶BOL. The only exception to this trend is cell #5
hich has a lower SOH at EOL than cell #6 even though it experienced

ess cycling. As discussed before, this is probably due to production
elated differences in the cells leading to different individual aging
ehavior. Despite these differences in individual aging behavior, the
ifferences in SOH after the cycling period show that the cells are
ged to different degrees at the point of cell opening. Therefore the
lectrodes should also be in different aging states, thus allowing an
nalysis of the influence of cycle aging on the open-circuit potential

urve of the electrodes.
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Fig. 1. (a) Overview on the experimental procedure. (b) Schematic side view of a harvested silicon–graphite electrode. (c) Schematic top view of a harvested silicon–graphite
lectrode. (d) Schematic side view of a coin-cell stack.
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Fig. 2. Development of the full-cell discharge capacity during the cycling period (1 C
CC discharging and 0.5 C CCCV charging at 25 ◦C) as function of the charge throughput
uring the cycling period.

Table 2
Pressure profile used for wetting the cathode samples.
Step Pressure/mbar Duration/s

Vacuum I 12 10
Release I 60 10
Vacuum II 22 20
Release II 80 10
Vacuum III 32 10
Wetting 32 1

3.2. Reproducibility of half-cell open-circuit potential measurements using
coin-cells

The quasi-stationary OCP curves obtained from several coin-cells
built with material from the same electrode exhibit certain differences
between each other. There are probably two main reasons for these
differences. Firstly, it might be possible that the electrode is inhomoge-
neous [35] to some degree and therefore the individual samples taken
from one electrode also differ to some degree. Secondly, the manual
handling steps during sample extraction and coin-cell preparation could
introduce small differences between the individual coin-cells even if all
steps were carried out with high thoroughness.

A quantitative measure for the differences between the OCP curves
obtained from the coin-cells built from one electrode can be defined as
the mean standard deviation over the whole SOC range 𝜎 , which is
4

OCP
calculated according to

𝜎OCP = 1
𝑁step

⋅

𝑁step
∑

𝑖=1

√

√

√

√

√

1
𝑁coin − 1

𝑁coin
∑

𝑗=1
(𝑈𝑖𝑗 − 𝑈 𝑖)2 (1)

where 𝑁step is the number of equally spaced points of the SOC range
at which the measured curves are interpolated for comparison (here
𝑁step = 2800), 𝑁coin is the number of working coin-cells built from one
electrode of the full-cell, 𝑈𝑖𝑗 is the quasi-stationary OCP of the 𝑗th coin-
cell at the 𝑖th SOC interpolation point and 𝑈 𝑖 is the arithmetic mean of
the OCP at the 𝑖th SOC interpolation point of the coin-cells built from
the same electrode. In Table 3 𝜎OCP is listed for all sets of coin-cells for
the first and second low-current charging and discharging step. The sets
of coin-cells used for this analysis consist of different numbers of coin-
cells, which are also listed in Table 3, because some of the coin-cells
did not work properly and were therefore excluded.

The mean 𝜎OCP is lower for the first quasi-stationary cycle iteration
for both electrode types and current directions as indicated in Table 3.
The shape of the quasi-stationary OCP obtained during the first and
the second low-current cycle is similar for most coin-cells. We draw
the conclusion that the first cycle is better suited to analyze the change
in electrode OCP due to the following reasons: Firstly, the influence
of additional degradation in the coin-cell configuration during the
OCP measurement, which takes approximately eight days per cycle, is
minimized. Secondly, the lower mean 𝜎OCP obtained during the first
cycle indicates a higher reproducibility of the results. Therefore, we
use only the OCP curves obtained during the first low-current cycle
applied to the coin-cells for the further analysis in the scope of this
study. Besides that, we want to emphasize that the 𝜎OCP values shown
n Table 3 do not exhibit a trend during the progress of the full-cell
ycling which shows that our method is suitable to measure the half-cell
CP of both pristine and aged cells.

For the analysis of the change in the shape of the electrode OCP
urves, averaged quasi-stationary OCP curves are used in the following
ections. For the averaging, the quasi-stationary OCP curves measured
or the individual coin-cells built from one electrode are linearly inter-
olated at 2800 equally spaced SOC points and the arithmetic mean
f all curves is treated as the averaged OCP at this SOC. The aim of
his averaging is to reduce the influence of non-controllable, statistical
ariations induced by the manual coin-cell manufacturing and thereby
nhancing the reproducibility of the averaged results. In addition to
hat, by using averaged OCP curves, possible inhomogeneity in radial
irection of the jelly-roll is considered at least to some extent and
herefore the averaged results might resemble the actual situation in
large size electrode better than just looking at the results obtained

rom one comparably small fraction of the electrode. Contrariwise, it
as to be stated that due to the averaging, the sharpness of voltage steps
bserved in the curve is reduced but which might actually resemble the
CP curve of an inhomogeneous electrode [35].
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Fig. 3. First row: Mean quasi-stationary OCP vs. Li/Li+ during (a) delithiation and (b) lithiation of the silicon–graphite samples extracted from full-cells that have been cycled for
he number of equivalent full cycles indicated in the legend. Second row: Differential voltage during (c) delithiation and (d) lithiation of the silicon–graphite samples calculated
ased on the averaged OCP curves. The differential voltage values are normalized by multiplying with the actual capacity during the respective (dis-)charging step 𝐶act and

smoothed using a moving average filter. Third row: Incremental capacity during (e) delithiation and (f) lithiation of the silicon–graphite samples calculated based on the averaged
OCP curves and plotted against cell voltage vs. Li/Li+. The incremental capacity values are normalized by multiplying with the inverse of the actual capacity during the respective
(dis-)charging step 𝐶act and smoothed using a moving average filter. Fourth row: Difference between mean OCP of aged silicon–graphite samples and mean OCP of pristine
ilicon–graphite samples during (g) delithiation and (h) lithiation. The standard deviation between the OCP of the single samples harvested from the same electrode is shown as
haded area.
.3. Change in the silicon–graphite delithiation open-circuit potential curve
uring cycle aging

In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) the mean voltage curves obtained during the
irst delithiation and lithiation step applied to the coin-cells containing
iG samples from full-cells at different aging stages are displayed.
he electrode SOC plotted on the 𝑥-axis is based on the actual coin-

cell capacity at the respective aging stage. The shape of the voltage
curves and their change is analyzed using differential voltage analysis
5

(DVA), which is commonly used to identify phase transitions during
delithiation and lithiation of electrodes [9,12,41]. The differential volt-
age (DV) as a function of the electrode SOC is displayed in Fig. 3(c)
for delithiation and in Fig. 3(d) for lithiation of the SiG. The DV is
normalized by multiplying by the actual coin-cell capacity 𝐶act during
the (dis-)charge step.

During the (de-)lithiation of graphite, different crystallographic
phases, so-called stages, form in the graphite [42–47]. The central
peak G in Fig. 3(c) is located at SOC = 58.5% for cell #1 (11 EFC)
5
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Table 3
Mean standard deviation of the OCP of the coin-cells built from one electrode over the whole SOC range (𝜎OCP) measured during the first and
the second low-current CC charging and discharging step.
Electrode SiG NMC-811

Full-cell # 𝑁coin 𝜎OCP 1st 𝜎OCP 2nd 𝜎OCP 1st 𝜎OCP 2nd 𝑁coin 𝜎OCP 1st 𝜎OCP 2nd 𝜎OCP 1st 𝜎OCP 2nd
ch./mV ch./mV dch./mV dch./mV ch./mV ch./mV dch./mV dch./mV

1 5 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.5 6 2.3 1.7 2.8 3.0
2 6 3.1 2.5 1.7 0.8 6 2.5 5.4 4.9 9.8
3 6 3.2 2.9 4.4 3.5 6 5.7 13.8 9.4 54.5
5 4 2.5 1.9 3.4 3.0 3 4.0 13.4 9.2 52.3
6 4 1.8 3.5 0.6 3.6 4 8.7 2.5 9.1 8.6
7 6 1.9 2.7 2.7 3.3 5 2.2 2.7 7.5 9.9
8 6 2.3 3.1 3.0 3.4 6 1.1 1.0 2.2 2.0
Mean 5.3 2.5 2.8 2.7 3.0 5.1 3.8 5.8 6.4 20.0
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and corresponds to graphite stage 2. This graphite stage corresponds
to a lithiation degree of the graphite of 50% [42]. The fact that the
peak is at a higher electrode SOC than 50% is due to the fact that the
silicon significantly contributes to the total electrode capacity but is not
significantly delithiated in the SOC range above peak G5. The potential
of silicon exhibits a steep increase right at the beginning of the delithi-
ation and therefore significant lithium extraction from silicon only
takes place at potentials higher than approximately 0.22 V [48,49].
The main voltage plateaus of graphite are at lower voltages [42,49]
which has the effect that mainly graphite is delithiated until the cell
potential reaches approximately 0.22 V [49]. Therefore, the charge
extracted until graphite stage 2 is reached is mainly drawn from the
graphite. Peak G5 tends to appear at lower SOC with increasing number
of full-cell cycles. This is probably due to a decrease in the relative
contribution of the silicon to the overall electrode capacity during
aging [28,48]. The peaks G1–G4 correspond to lower lithiated graphite
tages. Peak G1 corresponds to graphite stage 4 which is expected
t a graphite lithiation degree of 17% [41] while the corresponding
eak appears at a higher electrode SOC because of the contribution
f the silicon to the electrode capacity. Peak G1 corresponds to a cell
oltage of 0.211 V for the pristine anode samples. Therefore, significant
elithiation of silicon should mainly take place below this peak. All
eaks G1–G4 exhibit a shift to lower SOC for aged cells. The reason
or this shift is most probably the same as for the shift of peak G5,
.e., a reduced contribution from the silicon to the overall electrode
apacity [28,48] which is accessed at low electrode SOC. Reduced
ilicon capacity is probably also the reason for the left-shift of the steep
scend to the left of the DV valley corresponding to the graphite voltage
lateau (stage 4-1L phase transition) [44,49] around SOC = 15–20%.
t low SOC there are local peaks corresponding to silicon phases. A
etailed analysis of the progression of these peaks during aging is not
ossible because the curves shown in Fig. 3(c) appear to be blurred at
OC < 13% for the aged cells, which is probably due to the different
elithiation behavior of the individual electrode samples in this SOC
egion, which is discussed later.

In addition to the DVA, the delithiation of the SiG samples is
nalyzed via incremental capacity analysis (ICA). Incremental capacity
IC) during delithiation, normalized by multiplying with the inverse
f the actual capacity extracted during the delithiation step 𝐶act, is
lotted as a function of half-cell voltage (vs. Li/Li+) in Fig. 3(e). In this
epresentation, the peaks correspond to voltage plateaus which indicate
hase transitions. Peaks GI to GVI correspond to phase transitions of
he graphite [44]. In the voltage region up to 0.240 V, there are only
inor differences between the curves obtained at different aging stages.
specially the main graphite transition peaks GI around 0.098 V, GII
round 0.138 V, and GVI around 0.225 V are approximately at the
ame voltages for different aging states. This indicates that the same
raphite stages are formed during delithiation independent of electrode
egradation.

There are up to three more peaks at higher potentials (SI−SIII),
hich correspond to phase transitions during the delithiation of sili-

on [27,50–52]. The main change in the IC curves is that the normal-
6

zed IC in the silicon-dominated voltage regime above 0.24 V generally L
ecreases with aging. This sign of a decrease in the relative capac-
ty contribution of the silicon underlines the results from the DVA.
he decrease in the relative contribution of silicon to the electrode
apacity is estimated by the change in the capacity fraction accessed
bove 0.24 V during delithiation. A similar approach was presented
y Klett et al. [48]. In Fig. 4 the fraction of the capacity accessed
bove 0.24 V during delithiation is shown for different aging stages.
.24 V is above the highest graphite voltage plateau, therefore silicon
elithiation should dominate the capacity accessed above this voltage.
he fraction of the capacity accessed above 0.24 V decreases from
5.1% to 11.7% which is a decrease by 22.7%.

Contrary to this general trend, peaks SII and SIII, which are at 0.37 V
and 0.42 V, are more pronounced for some of the aged cells. Here, it
has to be considered that there are significant differences between the
individual coin-cells built from one electrode.

The individual SiG samples show significant differences in their
voltage curves in the SOC region below approximately 15% during
elithiation. As an example of the differences in delithiation curves,
he voltage curves of the coin-cells built from cell #7 (446 EFC) are
hown in Fig. 5(a). The voltage curves in Fig. 5(a) lie closely together
or most parts of the delithiation, proofing the high reproducibility
f the measurement. Contrary to this, in the SOC region between 5%
nd 12%, there are comparably large differences between the coin-cell
oltages reaching up to 38 mV. The shown example is representative
or the finding that silicon-related features in the quasi-stationary
CP curves during delithiation in this SOC region are pronounced to
ifferent degrees for different samples. We interpret this as a sign of
he inhomogeneity of the SiG electrode. This inhomogeneity is also the
ause for the blurring of the DV curves in the low SOC region during
elithiation shown in Fig. 3(c).

There are also qualitative differences between the delithiation IC
urves of individual samples. The shape of the IC curve above 0.24 V
an be divided into two categories referred to as ‘type A’ and ‘type B’ for
he individual coin-cells. Representative curves are shown in Fig. 5(b).
C curves of type A have a distinct sharp peak around 0.27 V and a very
road peak between 0.40 V and 0.45 V. IC curves of type B exhibit three
harp peaks at 0.27 V, 0.37 V and 0.42 V respectively. In the literature,
wo IC peaks corresponding to phase transitions during delithiation of
ilicon have been reported: One around 0.27 V [27,51,52] and another
ne between 0.4 V and 0.5 V [27,51,52].

The fraction of coin-cells exhibiting an IC curve of type A decreases
ith aging, which is shown in Fig. 5(c). Correspondingly, the fraction
f cells exhibiting IC curves of type B with sharp peaks at 0.37 V and
.42 V increases. This results in an overall increase in height for the IC
eaks SII and SIII based on the averaged delithiation curves in Fig. 3(e).

To understand the processes occurring during the delithiation of
ilicon shown in Fig. 3(e) and to give a possible explanation for the
ncrease of peak SIII, knowledge about the phase constitution of the
ithiated silicon at the beginning of the delithiation is crucial. Most of
he samples exhibit an IC peak below 0.05 V during the very first lithia-
ion step directly after the coin-cell assembly, preceding the delithiation
hown in Fig. 3(e). This is an indicator for the formation of crystalline c-

i15Si4 [50]. The fraction of working coin-cells at a certain aging stage
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Fig. 4. Fraction of the capacity of silicon–graphite samples which is accessed above
0.24 V (vs. Li/Li+) during delithiation and above 0.22 V during lithiation based on
averaged quasi-stationary (de-)lithiation curves measured for samples harvested from
full-cells which have experienced a different total charge throughput before cell opening
𝑄opening.

xhibiting this peak is shown in Fig. 5(c). We therefore assume that
ost of the samples contain crystalline c-Li15Si4 at the beginning of

he delithiation step shown in Fig. 3(e).
Following the model for the delithiation of c-Li15Si4 presented by

iang et al. [53], amorphous a-Li𝑥Si is formed as an intermediate phase
uring the delithiation of c-Li15Si4. The fraction of a-Li𝑥Si formed
s an intermediate phase is higher if more free surface of silicon is
xposed, because the surface energy barrier of the electrochemical
morphization of c-Li15Si4 is lower [53]. The IC peak SIII in Fig. 3(e)
an be associated with lithium extraction during the phase transition
rom a-Li𝑥Si to a-Si [51]. Therefore, the overall increase of peak SIII in
ig. 3(e) might possibly be linked to an increase in the relative amount
f a-Li𝑥Si formed during the delithiation. This increase in the formation
f a-Li𝑥Si might be caused by a morphological change of the silicon
uring aging resulting in an increase in active silicon surface [53].
urther research is necessary to explain the mechanisms leading to the
hange in silicon delithiation behavior.

The absolute difference between the mean delithiation OCP curve
btained from the pristine anode samples and the mean of the aged
node samples is shown in Fig. 3(g). The standard deviation between
he single OCP curves used to calculate the average curve is shown
s shaded areas. The decrease in OCP at SOC below approximately
5% SOC, between 18 and 40% SOC and between 52 and 65% SOC
ignificantly exceeds the standard deviation between the samples taken
rom one electrode. The changes are probably due to the fact that
he SOC where individual phase transitions are reached shifts to lower
alues due to the decrease in relative silicon capacity.

.4. Change in the silicon–graphite lithiation open-circuit potential curve
uring cycle aging

The quasi-stationary OCP during lithiation of the anode samples
s displayed in Fig. 3(b), the corresponding normalized DV is shown
n Fig. 3(d). The features of the curve in Fig. 3(d) are similar to
he features of the DV during delithiation: There are five peaks (G1–
5) corresponding to graphite phases. Peak G5 corresponds to stage 2
hile peaks G1–G4 correspond to graphite phases with lower lithiation
egree. Peaks G1-G5 shift to lower SOC as cell aging progresses, which
s probably due to the decrease in the silicon contribution to the
lectrode capacity [28,48]. In comparison to the DV curves during
elithiation, the peaks exhibit a smaller left-shift for the lithiation case.
he most probable reason for this is that the OCP of silicon shows a
7

ronounced hysteresis and lies at lower potentials for the lithiation in
Fig. 5. (a) Voltage of silicon–graphite samples harvested from full-cell #7 (446 EFC)
vs. Li/Li+ during quasi-stationary delithiation as a function of the SOC of the individual
coin-cells. In addition to the voltage of the individual samples, the arithmetic mean
retrieved at different SOC interpolation points is indicated. The inset shows an
enlarged section of the SOC region where the curves obtained from different samples
exhibit significant differences. (b) Normalized incremental capacity vs. cell voltage (vs.
Li/Li+) during delithiation for two coin-cells containing silicon–graphite samples. The
wo samples exhibit the qualitatively different incremental capacity curves ‘type A’
extracted from full-cell #1) and ‘type B’ (extracted from full-cell #7). (c) Fraction of

silicon–graphite samples exhibiting an incremental capacity curve of type A during
the first delithiation at different aging stages and fraction of silicon–graphite samples
exhibiting an incremental capacity peak below 50 mV vs. Li/Li+ during the first
lithiation after the coin-cell assembly at different aging stages.

comparison to the delithiation [54]. So even though a major part of the
silicon capacity is lithiated at the beginning of the lithiation step [49],
there should also be a significant fraction of the silicon capacity being
lithiated in parallel with the graphite at potentials < 0.2V. Still, most of
the silicon capacity is probably accessed at potentials > 0.2V [49] and
therefore the left-shift of peaks G1-G5 can be attributed to the relative
decrease in the silicon capacity.
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Peaks S1 and S2 are associated with phases of silicon [8,37]. Both
peaks exhibit a shift to lower SOC during aging, which can be explained
by the decrease in relative silicon capacity. S2 is only weakly pro-
nounced. Still, these peaks appear much more clearly during lithiation
than during delithiation for all aging stages because the curves obtained
from the single samples differ less in this SOC region. The phenomenon
of large differences in silicon features between the individual samples
which is observed during delithiation is not as pronounced as during
lithiation. A possible explanation for this is that the lithiation process
might be more homogeneous than the delithiation process, possibly
because graphite and silicon are lithiated to a greater extent in parallel
than they get delithiated due to the large hysteresis of silicon [54].
There is an additional peak SC in Fig. 3(d) which is not observable
during delithiation. This peak probably corresponds to the highly lithi-
ated, crystalline phase c-Li15Si4 which is formed during lithiation at
potentials < 0.05V vs. Li/Li+ [50].

In Fig. 3(f) the phase transitions during lithiation are analyzed
via ICA. The most pronounced peaks GI–GVI can be assigned to the
graphite phase transitions, with the main graphite phase transitions oc-
curring around 0.080 V (GI), around 0.114 V (GII), and around 0.204 V
(GVI) [49]. They do not exhibit clear trends in their height and position
for the different aging stages, indicating that the graphite-related reac-
tions stay the same during aging. Peak GI exhibits comparably large
deviations between the different aging stages, but without showing a
specific trend. This is probably due to the comparably large difference
between the single samples during lithiation at SOC > 30%. There
is a small peak observable between 0.28 V and 0.29 V which can be
attributed to a silicon phase transition [50]. The silicon-induced IC peak
around 0.1 V reported by some authors [50,52] is not visible, probably
because it is superimposed with the graphite features. Around 0.026 V
there is a distinct peak SC which corresponds to the formation of
crystalline lithiated silicon c-Li15Si4 [50]. Both silicon-related peaks de-
crease in height with progressing aging which is a sign of the decrease
in the relative contribution of silicon to the overall electrode capacity.
In addition to that, the level of normalized IC of the curves above
0.22 V, where most of the lithiation of the silicon occurs [49], is lower,
indicating a reduced contribution of silicon to the electrode capacity.
The fraction of the capacity accessed at potentials above 0.22 V during
lithiation is indicated in Fig. 4 for different aging stages. As for the
delithiation case, there is a significant decrease in the fraction of the
capacity accessed at higher potentials. The fraction of the capacity
accessed above 0.22 V decreases from 8.7% to 7.2% which is a decrease
by 16.7%. Both the absolute numbers of the capacity fraction accessed
in the chosen potential window and the relative decrease during aging
are smaller than for the delithiation case. This is probably due to
the fact that the lithiation of graphite and silicon occurs to a higher
degree in parallel at lower potentials and a separation of the capacity
contributions using this method is difficult.

In Fig. 3(h) the absolute difference in the averaged lithiation OCP
curves between pristine and aged SiG samples is shown as solid lines
and the standard deviation between the coin-cells as shaded areas.
In between 5 and 30% SOC the average voltage is lower for aged
cells because the phases of graphite and silicon are reached at lower
electrode SOC due to the lower silicon capacity. Above 30% SOC
both the standard deviation increases and the absolute of the voltage
difference decreases. The trend towards lower voltages for aged cells
visible below 30% SOC is not observed at higher SOC.

Our general finding of a lower OCP vs. electrode SOC for aged SiG
anodes is consistent with the literature [29], and we conclude that the
changes are due to a predominant degradation of silicon in comparison
to graphite [28,29,48,54,55]. Possible degradation mechanisms of the
silicon are the ionic and electric isolation of silicon particles [28,48,54]
and change in the local structure, electrode morphology, and mechani-
cal properties during cycling [28,54]. This does not mean that there is
no degradation of the graphite, but the capacity provided by the silicon
8

decreases at a higher rate than the capacity provided by the graphite. i
The individual degradation rates of graphite and silicon most probably
depend on the operating conditions used for the full-cell cycling. In
this study, the cell is discharged to the lowest voltage recommended
by the manufacturer, which probably enhances silicon utilization and
therefore silicon degradation [54,56]. Such deep cycles only rarely
occur in real-world applications. The change in anode OCP due to
selective silicon degradation might therefore be smaller in applications
compared to our results. On the other hand, the comparably high
current rate during the cycling period could lead to a reduced silicon
utilization [56] compared to the usually lower average current rates
used for example in automotive applications. However, the influence
of the current rate on selective silicon degradation is probably smaller
than the influence of the voltage window.

Besides the change in graphite to silicon capacity ratio we do not
observe the formation or disappearance of phases giving rise to a
change in the shape of the OCP curve which is consistent with the
literature [29]. The only exception are the subtle changes in silicon-
related IC features during delithiation which need to be investigated in
more detail in future studies.

3.5. Change in the cathode open-circuit potential curve during cycle aging

The average quasi-stationary OCP of the cells containing cathode
samples at different aging stages is displayed in Fig. 6(a) for charging
(delithiation of the NMC) and in Fig. 6(b) for discharging (lithiation
of the NMC). The normalized DV during delithiation is shown in
Fig. 6(c). The DV during delithiation exhibits three peaks indicating
NMC phases [36] (C1–C3). The exact position and height of the peaks
show some variation for the different aging stages but there is no
significant trend in position or height with the progress of aging. In
Fig. 6(e) the normalized IC during delithiation is shown. The IC exhibits
four peaks (CI–CIV) corresponding to phase transitions of the NMC at
3.56 V, 3.74 V, 4.01 V, and 4.18 V. No specific trend with aging can be
observed for the height and position of the IC peaks.

The normalized DV during lithiation of the cathode samples shown
in Fig. 6(d) exhibits three peaks (C1–C3) similar to the delithiation case.
Peak C1 and the valley left to it exhibit a subtle shift towards lower
SOC during aging while peak C2 does not change with aging. Peak
C3 is very broad during lithiation which makes it difficult to detect
aging-related trends. The most pronounced change during aging is the
left-shift of the steep ascend towards the end of the lithiation process
for aged cells in comparison with the less aged cells #1 and 2. Still, it
has to be noted that the SOC position of the DV ascend does not follow
an aging-related trend for cells #3–8. As for the delithiation case, the
ormalized IC during lithiation shown in Fig. 3(f) has four peaks. They
re located at 3.54 V (CI), 3.73 V (CII), 4.00 V (CIII), and 4.17 V (CIV).
here are some differences between the curves of the less aged cells
1 and 2 and the other cells. The most prominent difference is that
eak CI is distinctively pronounced only for cells #1 and 2 while it is
meared out for the more aged cells. This feature corresponds to the
eft-shifted and less sharp decrease in voltage towards the end of the
ithiation for the more aged cells shown in Fig. 6(b), which has also
een reported in the literature [33]. Additionally, both slopes of peak
IV are slightly left-shifted for cells #3-8 in comparison to cells #1 and
. This corresponds to the faster decrease in voltage at the beginning of
he lithiation depicted in Fig. 6(b). Apart from these subtle differences,
here is no significant change in the overall shape of the lithiation IC
urves during aging.

Our results show that the shape of the OCP curve of NMC-811 does
ot change significantly during cycle aging, even though the material
ost probably degrades. The formation of a resistive, electrochemically

nactive layer on the surface of the primary particles [32,57,58], which
eads to electrode capacity decrease [57] and severe increase in the
harge transfer resistance [32,57], as well as cracking of secondary
articles [29,32] has been reported to occur in nickel-rich NMC dur-

ng prolonged cycling. Another aging mechanism is the formation of
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Fig. 6. First row: Mean quasi-stationary OCP vs. Li/Li+ during (a) delithiation and (b) lithiation of the NMC samples extracted from full-cells that have been cycled for the number
of equivalent full cycles indicated in the legend. Second row: Differential voltage during (c) delithiation and (d) lithiation of the NMC samples calculated based on the averaged
OCP curves. The differential voltage values are normalized by multiplying with the actual capacity during the respective (dis-)charging step 𝐶act and smoothed using a moving
verage filter. Third row: Incremental capacity during (e) delithiation and (f) lithiation of the NMC samples calculated based on the averaged OCP curves and plotted against
ell voltage vs. Li/Li+. The incremental capacity values are normalized by multiplying with the inverse of the actual capacity during the respective (dis-)charging step 𝐶act and
moothed using a moving average filter. Fourth row: Difference between mean OCP of aged NMC samples and mean OCP of pristine NMC samples during (g) delithiation and (h)
ithiation. The standard deviation between the OCP of the single samples harvested from the same electrode is shown as shaded area.
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fatigued bulk phase, which can only be partly delithiated under
egular cycling conditions due to kinetic limitations [32,58]. While
hese mechanisms probably also occur in the NMC electrodes in this
tudy, we want to emphasize that the shape of the OCP curve is not
ignificantly altered by them. This is in accordance with the literature.
ung et al. showed that the mean discharge voltage and the shape
f the OCP curve of NMC-811 that was not exposed to ambient air
oes not significantly change during cycle aging [31]. Friedrich et al.
howed that the charge-averaged mean discharge voltage of NMC-811
oes not change significantly if a low current rate is used [57]. Former
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e

tudies investigating the cycle performance of commercial cells of the
ame type as the ones used in this study also do not report changes in
he shape of the OCP curve of the cathode material [29,39,59]. There
re some reports of a shift in the voltage position of the IC peaks of
ickel-rich NMC during cycle aging, but the current rates used in these
tudies to obtain the IC curves are significantly higher than in our
easurements [32,60], and it cannot be excluded that the shift in the

oltage position of the peaks is due to an increase in the overpotential.
The invariance of the shape of the OCP curve suggests that the

lectrochemically active phases that are formed during delithiation and
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lithiation do not change during cycle aging. This is in accordance with
the literature as the bulk structure of NMC has been reported to stay
the same during prolonged cycling [29,57,58]. The surface layer that is
probably formed on the primary particles [57] does not affect the OCP
curve as it is electrochemically inactive. We do not detect signs of an
additional fatigued bulk phase towards the end of delithiation [32,58],
but this does not mean that this phase does not exist. It has been
reported that the fatigued phase can be almost completely delithiated
during a prolonged CV phase giving enough time for the delithiation
even though the kinetics are lower than for the pristine material [32].
As the quasi-stationary OCP is measured at a very low current rate
of approximately C/90 in our experiments, the fatigued phase can
probably be fully delithiated regardless of its low kinetics.

In Fig. 6(g) the difference between the mean quasi-stationary OCP
during the delithiation of the aged cathode samples and the pristine
cathode samples harvested from cell #1 is shown. The charge-averaged
mean voltage during delithiation does not exhibit a clear trend with
full-cell cycle aging and it is generally only slightly higher (< 14mV)
for the aged electrodes in comparison to pristine electrodes. The volt-
age difference during lithiation is presented in Fig. 6(h). The charge-
averaged mean voltage during the lithiation of the aged samples is
slightly lower (< 21mV) in comparison to the pristine samples, even
though there is no clear trend with aging. The subtle shift of the average
voltage during delithiation and lithiation is probably due to an increase
in the electrode impedance [29,32,57,61]. This increase in impedance
probably leads to higher overpotentials even at the low current rate
used for the measurement. An increase in electrode impedance is
probably also the reason for the earlier and less sharp decrease in
voltage towards the end of the lithiation [29].

Overall, we observe that there are no significant aging-induced
changes in the shape of the OCP curve of the NMC-811, even though the
material most probably degrades. For the development of model-based
algorithms for SOH estimation, it is therefore appropriate to assume
the shape of the half-cell OCP of NMC-811 to be invariant during
cycle aging. The deviations of the absolute voltage vs. electrode SOC
measured during low current (de-)lithiation are most probably due to
an increase in electrode impedance. Such changes should therefore be
considered by a change in the model elements or parameters describing
the electrode impedance in a model describing the electrical behavior
of an aged cell rather than by a change in the shape of the OCP curve.

4. Conclusion

We show that the shape of the OCP curve of silicon–graphite half-
cells significantly changes during cycle aging of a full-cell containing
these electrodes as anodes. Using DVA and ICA, we attribute these
changes to a decrease in the relative contribution of the silicon to the
electrode capacity. On the component level of this blended electrode,
we observe a change in silicon-related features in the IC delithia-
tion curve. Further research is necessary to understand the underlying
mechanisms of this finding. In contrast to the changes in the SiG
OCP curve, the shape of the OCP curve of NMC-811, which is used
as cathode in the full-cells, exhibits only minor deviations as full-cell
degradation progresses. This means that even though the NMC-811
probably degrades, it is appropriate to regard the shape of its OCP
curve to be invariant in electrical cell models during cycle aging. The
slight deviations between the quasi-stationary OCP curves of pristine
and cycle aged cathode samples we observe are probably due to an
increase in electrode impedance.

Another finding is that there are differences in the quasi-stationary
OCP curve of individual coin-cells containing samples taken from
nearby positions on the same electrode. We therefore use averaged OCP
curves from several coin-cells for our analysis. Our recommendation for
future studies using coin-cells containing harvested electrode samples
is to build and measure several coin-cells containing material from
the same electrode and use averaged measurement values in order to
10
reduce possible influences of the coin-cell manufacturing process and
to obtain representative results for the whole electrode. Especially for
the SiG during delithiation we find differences in the OCP curves of
individual coin-cells, which are probably caused by inhomogeneity of
the SiG electrode.

Our main conclusion is that in electrical battery models the shape of
the OCP curve of NMC-811 can be regarded as fairly invariant during
full-cell cycle aging while this does not apply to the shape of SiG
half-cells. As anodes containing significant proportions of silicon are
increasingly used in applications, it becomes more and more important
to consider these changes in battery aging diagnostics and state esti-
mation algorithms. While the results provided in this study concentrate
on the aging-related changes on the half-cell OCP, we will investigate
the impact of these changes on the full-cell OCP during aging in our
future research. We will also investigate methods that make it possible
to include the changes in half-cell OCP of blended SiG electrodes into
electrical battery models.
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